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Beat your friends in a joust while you try to keep your balance on top of your unicycle! Compete in the ridiculous jousting
tournament your mother never let you have. You c 5d3b920ae0
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The game is fun, but very short.. I was expecting there to be a way to play single player. like a computer or something? eh.
whatever. game is ok, if I had a player 2.. Not worth five bucks. Unfair Jousting Fair is too simple, with not enough game
options to merit the purchase. I will explain: Pros: +Artwork is original +Using chickens as projectiles is hilarious and an
awesome mechanic Cons: - The hardest part about this game is not knocking your opponent down - it is keeping your own
balance enough to get across the arena - this is probably the worst part, and practice did not seem to help - we were just as bad
after 20 minutes as we were on the first go -Music is super short and super repetitive -Only 1 game mode -Different characters
are functionally the exact same, and overall are boring looking (all look like hipster coffee shop dwellers) -There are so few
options in-game; you can change the number of rounds, but that is about it - I don't even think there is an option to choose a
specific weapon (but it wouldn't change my mind overall, anyway) -It is boring after about literally 10 minutes Unfortunately,
there just isn't really any game here.. the u2665u2665u2665u2665 I bought the wrong game, confused that game with
sportfriends haha. Had this on my wishlist for ages and am really disappointed with the product in its current state. No AI, no
online multiplayer.
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